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About This Content

"The Georgian War" is a fictional campaign created by Chris "Viper" Long and Baltic Dragon, and is inspired by real events
that took place during the Russo-Georgian War of 2008.

This campaign puts you in the role of a pilot who arrives in Tbilisi as part of a small detachment intended to present the
capabilities of the F-15C to the Georgian government, which has expressed interest in purchasing several airframes. You and

your colleagues are caught by surprise when armed conflict breaks out. As the fighting escalates, your small group is drawn into
the war.

Throughout the campaign's 16 missions, the authors recreate some of the real-life events that happened between the 8th and
13th of August 2008. The fictionalized events presented in this campaign are based on extensive research from numerous

Western and Russian publications, interviews with people who were directly involved on both sides, and several visits to the
ABL (Administrative Boundary Line) with South Ossetia. The campaign aims to capture the pivotal moments of the 2008 war

from a military perspective.

Key Features:

16 story - driven missions with some factual events from the 2008 Russo - Georgian war in the background

Historically - accurate descriptions of the situation on the ground and on the front line for the specific date and time
when the mission takes place
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Extensive briefings based on real life FRAGOs (Fragmentary Orders), as well as tactical maps

Over 1,500 custom voice-overs and thousands of triggers

Please note that this DLC uses Steam Keys instead of Starforce keys. As such, this purchase cannot be activated on the
DCS World e-Shop version.

DCS: Flaming Cliffs 3 or F-15C for DCS World is required to play this campaign.
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Title: F-15C: The Georgian War Campaign
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Baltic Dragon
Publisher:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.
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f-15c the georgian war campaign

Words cannot describe just how good this campaign is. It brings DCS to a whole new level. The story is well thought out and
immersive, missions brilliantly planned and integrated, and voice acting is at least as good if not better than in Hollywood
movies. Sometimes it even feels like you are watching a good movie, except now it all depends on what you are doing. Even the
longest flights are never boring; there are plenty of surprises.
After finishing it feels like I\u2019ve just finished watching an incredible series or finished reading extraordinary book.
(In fact it is so good that I\u2019ve bought M-2000C and A-10C just so I could try other campaigns from the same developers)..
Exceptional campaign. By far the best I have played with the F-15C campaigns available. Had an absolute blast. Got a VR setup
halfway through which made it even more emmersive. Had no bugs, some missions were easy and some were hard but if you
learnt from your mission failures you can and do get through them with a bit of smart thinking and it makes you a better pilot.

Awesome graphics and scenery and the narrative never got tiring. Just cant rate it enough and well worth it. Hope to see many
more.
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